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TWO VENTILATION 
BRASS EyELETS
Brass eyelets located on the bottom 
of the bags are rust and weather 
resistant, allowing for drainage 
at the base of the glove bags.

INSIDE

BACK NICKLE PLATED qUICK 
RELEASE SNAP
Nickle plating keeps these snaps 
rust and weather resistant, as well 
as convenient to easily attach and 
detach from workman’s belt.

THREE PIECE LEATHER 
SNAP HOLDER
Top grain leather reinforces our 
quick release snap outside and 
inside, reinforcing and strengthening 
by lowering stress on the canvas 
duck.  All rivets are capped off 
and smooth, leaving no sharp edges 
to damage your rubber gear.

BAg BOTTOM

HARDBODy LININg
Gloves and gaffs don’t mix. Give 
your gloves that extra protection 
they warrant. Glove bags lined 
with Estex “Hard Body” material 
hold their shape and create a 
hard shell barrier between danger 
and your rubber gear.

SERgED EDgES
A special machine takes three strands of thread and 
sews them all at the same time around the edge of 
the fabric, preventing fraying (those loose strings that 
hang down on some bags) and extending bag life.

RAW/fRAyINg EDgESERgED RAW EDgE

STANDARD
BELLOW’S gUSSET

DOUBLE STITCHED SEAMS/
SERgED EDgES

NICKLE PLATED SNAPS

PRINTED “ALWAyS WEAR 
YOUR GLOVES”

Industrial snap closures are nickle 
plated for rust and weather resistance.

The seams on all our glove bags are 
double stitched with nylon thread, 
and a 40 stitch bar-tac at all stress 
points for durability.  With the addition 
of serging on all raw edges to prevent 
fraying, our bags are built to last.

Our screen printing ink is colorfast 
and durable, with the clear safety 
reminder printed boldly on the side. 

BELLOW’S gUSSET
A gusset is a side piece sewn into a bag to give 
it thickness. A Bellow’s gusset is tapered so the 
bag is wider at the top for easier access.


